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Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
Dear members,
to all of you and families our best wishes for the
Holiday Season and for a
new year full of realized wishes for us all.
Since its birth 13 years ago, I never tire of
writing that our is a big family always growing in
numbers but mostly in friendship and radio amateur
professionalism. All this thanks to the commitment
of all members, each one with his brick to build
this great reality.
Best wishes to everyone

Remember, the Club
support dxpedition with
your renew

MDXC H.Q.
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QSL Service, modi di utilizzo

QSL SERVICE: remember
to send the email in
15days, after the activity

We remind all members that qsls for qsl service
must be sent within 15 days
from the end of expedition. After that date, the
request will be sent to the respective QSL manager
and it won't be possible to take advantage of this
service.
For further information about the service apply to
secretariat
73's MDXC HQ

for this service,is important send, after 15days max, of acitivty
a email to mdxc@mdxc.org with :
CALL OF DXPEDITION
DATE OD QSO
BAND
MODE
RST
Your CALL and MDXC number
After this you recived the qsl direct without contribution

ECO Antenne – chiusa Eco antenne is closing:
With regret, we inform you that the Italian company
ECO Antenne closed at
the end of November.
We'd like to remember Sergio's commitment to
expeditions, several times he
has been beside us with donation of antennas etc.
A public thank you for what was done by ECO in these
years.
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Radio rivista December 2010

This is the first page of “ Radio Rivista” itlalian ham magazine by A.R.I.
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New members
597 Antonello Santopolo
598 Marco Maria Banfi
599 Davide Bellanca
600 Franco Narcisi
601 Andrea Fruch

IZ2JQE
IW2IGA
IT9DFI
IK8YJQ
IW3SSD

New number and charge
Ricordiamo a tutti che i nuovi numeri entrano in vigore da
Gennaio 2011

IZ8JAI Domenico
IZ1KFF Veronica
F6AML Sam

mdxc # 083
mdxc # 127
mdxc # 163

Charge:
F6AML Sam France coordinetor
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IT9EJW/P IOTA Contest 2010 isola di
Lachea EU-166
A group of 9 operators was active as IT9EJW/P during the IOTA Contest from
Lachea Isl., EU-166, a very small isle in front of the wonderful coast of Aci Trezza,
situated on the lower slopes of Mount Etna, between Catania and Taormina.
It was the first time that this island, an enchanting place surrounded by the wonderful
Faraglioni, high rocks emerging from the blue sea which, according to the Greek
mythology, were thrown by Cyclop Polifemo towards Ulysses escaping from Sicily,
was active during a IOTA Contest.
Moreover, the island is a wildlife reserve, and on it quite nothing is permitted; but the
project to take part to the IOTA from such a place, with all the difficulties that such
severe limitations involved, stimulated our Team leader Alfio IT9EJW, which in
January begun to contact all us; in a few days, the new Team, composed by Alfio
himself, Giovanni IT9GAC, Eugenio IT9VKY, Eugenio IW9BCW, Francesco
IT9JQY, Andrea IW9HQP, Angelo IW9HLM, Davide IW9GUR, Andrea IT9RKR
and me (Nuccio IT9RYJ), was ready to begin to think about the project in front of a
delightful pizza.
Another important characteristic of the Team was that its members were OMs from
two different branches (Catania and Acireale) of the A.R.I., the IARU affiliated
Italian Radio Amateur Association; it was an important trial to put together some
operators with different levels of contest and activations experience, but all with the
same passion for contesting and DXing.
Alfio would have to do the hardest part of the job, asking for the thousand of
necessary authorizations to all the Government Agencies which manage the protected
area and preparing the endless list of equipments that we would have to carry with us
onto the isle, while each of us would have a specific role to play during the six months
before the Contest date.
A particular care was dedicated to the antenna setup; to reach the top of the isle,
where a small sea museum full of strange fishes would have been the site of
operations, we had to climb up an endless stone ladder, loaded as donkeys and with a
temperature higher then 30°, the usual conditions in Sicily at the end of July.
Therefore, the decision to take part to the competition as DX-pedition, with 100W
only and single-element antennas, was a must.
Moreover, do you remember that the Island is a wildlife reserve, and that there are a
lot of prohibitions? Well, to have an idea of the implications to the antenna setup, just
consider only some of the things what we could not do and those we had to do. We
could not:
1 damage, of course, anything on it, in any way;
2 fasten ropes to trees or plants, or knock tie rods into the ground; to secure the
antennas we therefore would have to use some cans filled with water from a
well situated is in the middle of the island; and, after set-down, we would have
to put back the water into it!
We had to:
2 install the antennas only onto the roof of the museum, and along a small path
going from it to the well, while all the other paths had to be left free for
visitors and inspections;
3 highlight all the ropes with a red and white tape;
4 and, of course, leave the area, after operations, exactly as it was before.
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In order to use an antenna set compatible with all these limitations, and to restrict the
load to minimum, we decided to build up all the antennas by ourselves: an horizontal
dipole for 20-15 and 10 mts, 4 monoband ground planes on fishing rods for 40-20-15
and 10 mts and two wire dipoles for 80 and 40 mts; only a commercial multiband
trapped antenna was planned to be used, a 40-10 mts UJX antenna.
The following months were full of meetings and discussions (to help communications
between the team components, Andrea IW9HQP, our network and computer engineer,
put a forum at our disposal), while the list of things we had to bring with us became
longer and longer.
The first real operations test, which involved also the setup of the computer network,
was done in the IT9GAC’s work site, during the WPX Contest.
But Giovanni and Alfio were not yet satisfied, and decided to perform a more severe
test of antennas and radios setup in an environment very similar to the real one of the
island, a bushy land close to Acireale. Under the rays of a very hot sun, we put up and
tuned all the antennas, and set up all the radios, in the same way we would have done
a month later; it was really a great idea, because it also helped the members of the
team to start to work together.
A couple of days before the contest week-end, Alfio gave us a very bad news: Angelo
IW9HLM would not have been able to participate to operations due to family
problems.
On Friday 23rd we were on the quays of the small harbour of Aci Trezza with all the
equipments with us, waiting for the boat, courtesy of Cutgana, the University Agency
that managed the area, which had to carry us and all our payload to the isle. The calm
sea and the incredible ability of Mauro, the boat sailor, let us carry everything to the
island without any damage.
It was the time to face the greatest effort, the transportation of all the things to the top
of the island, under the hot sun of July and with a temperature, as expected, of 34°!
To reduce the efforts to the minimum, we distributed all the people along the ladder;
in this way, everyone would have to cover only a small part of the entire trip; it was
surely better to walk many times a few meters up and down then going up and down
the entire ladder even only a couple of times!
In one hour, with great surprise of Giovanni, who was seriously worried by this part
of the operation, we managed to carry everything to the top of the island. The Team
then divided itself in some groups as previously planned, to start the antenna setup,
which was easily performed by the early afternoon, having a particular care to avoid
any damage to the plants of the island.
While Eugenio IW9BCW turned on the power supply system, Francesco IT9JQY and
Andrea IT9RKR prepared the shack with their two ICOM IC756PROIII; setup was
completed by Andrea IW9HQP, who connected the three computer of the network.
All was ready now, so all the operators could go back home for a good rest, leaving
only Andrea IW9HQP and Eugenio IW9BCW on the isle for the night.
Saturday morning we were all back again onto the island; while Eugenio IT9VKY
prepared the lunch (nobody was aware of his great performances in preparing food!),
Giovanni, Alfio and me verified for the last time time/band and operators planning for
runner and multiplier stations, and for us three, as one of us would have been always
present as coach during operations.
At 12.00z operations started with our CW operator IT9EJW on 20 mts, who begun to
work a QSO after the other; we consider CW our most important weapon, as we could
count on two great CW operators, Alfio IT9EJW and Giovanni IT9GAC, and in fact
most of QSOs were worked in this mode.
All operators worked with an high concentration level, trying really to do their best,
and coaches had to make very few changes during the Contest to the operation
planning; the runner station made a good number of contacts, while it was
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immediately clear that the hardest part was to work all the active multipliers: some
SSB pile-ups were very hard to pass through!
During operations, we had the possibility to introduce the Ham activity and
contesting, with a special mention to IOTA program and Contest, to a Scout group
visiting the island. Later on, a reporter of a local newspaper visited us and made some
interviews to us and to the President of the Sicilian ARI Committee Santo IT9ICS,
who, along with IT9EGM Eleonora, the President of Catania ARI branch, had come
to visit us.
At 11.59z of Sunday 25th we worked our last contact, and we were all tired but happy;
it was time to set all down and go back home. After a brief lunch (courtesy of
IT9RKR’s wife Loredana) we begun the set-down operations, with the usual extreme
care to avoid damages to the island environment, and with a severe check to be sure to
leave it exactly as it was before our arrival. At 16.30z everything was back to Aci
Trezza, with Team members embracing each the other.
Well, it has really been a great experience, from many points of views. Despite to
which will be the contest results, it has been a good exercise to plan and realize an
Island activation and a contest operation, but the really wonderful thing was to put
together these 9 guys, with so different experiences!
We are really grateful to:
- Alfio IT9EJW, who had the great idea to form the Team and to take part to the
Contest from EU-166, and Giovanni IT9GAC, who encouraged him;
- All Team members, who made it possible;
- Eugenio IT9VKY, IT9RKR’s wife Loredana and my wife Lidia, for the delicious
food they prepared for us;
- All our Supporters, Vincenzo IT9EJP, Giuseppe IT9ATQ, Filippo IW9FRB, Dario
IT9ZZO, Liborio IW9HMS, Giuseppe IT9AET, Oscar IT9ITT, and all other friends
who encouraged us;
- Angelo IW9HLM; we are sorry You weren’t with us, we’re waiting for You next
time;
- The President of Catania ARI IT9EGM Eleonora, and the President of ARI Sicilian
Commette IT9ICS Santo, for visiting us;
- CUTGANA, for the possibility it gave us to operate from the Island, its Managers
Prof. Carlo Blanco, Prof. Emanuele Mollica, Dott. Emanuele Puglia and its sailor
Mauro Contarino, for their great help;
- And, awaiting to send to any of them the nice QSL full of pictures of the Island that
Alfio is preparing, all the OMs who contacted us. Alfio is also working to the DVD
video, which will be soon freely available asking to IT9EJW ( alfio@it9ejw.it ). More
information can be found on our internet site http://www.it9ejw.it/lachea
See You from the next Island!
Sebastiano Rizzo IT9RYJ
smrizzo@tiscali.it
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DX0DX

DX0DX
We will support this expedition which counts 37 operators of 15
different
Countries, including two Italians and our I2VGW Gabriele.
They will be active from January 6th to February 1st, in all ways and
bands with an interest also in CQWW 160MT. The pilot station for
Europe is SV9CVY.
After his return to Italy, Gabriele promised to send us a detailed
relation of the expedition, to which we've given our financial
support, and we'll also have the possibility to ask for QSLs through
the group's qsl service
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Diamond & Star
Dears Memebrs this is the list of MDXC Diamond and Stars for 2010
73 Iz8BGY mdxc #001

1Giuseppe Molinari IZ8BGY

001

2Giorgio Tabilio

IZ1BZV

026

3Antonio Guerra

IZ8DPL

056

4Giovanni Terzaghi IK2JYT

140

5Nicola Baldescra

IZ3EBA

181

6Leonardo LastrucciIZ5FSA

201

7Roberto Alaimo

275

IS0JMA

8Giuseppe De Leo IZ8EJB

329

9Mario Di Ioro

IZ6ABA

462

IZ0DXI

499

10Giorgio Lemma

1Antonio Cannataro IZ8CCW

004

2Antonio Bosso
Paolo
3
Garavaglia
4Renzo Monti
5Istvan Szecsi
6Pietro Fiorenza

IK8VRH

012

IK1NLZ

024

IK2ZJN
HA9PP
IZ8FWN

042
054
066

7Gianni Merola IZ8DEO
Machael J. Mc
8
K9AJ
Girr
Agostino
9
IK2FIQ
Palumbo
Franco
10
I4LCK
Armenghi
11Henry Van Kets ON4IZ
Alberto Incerti
12
IK4HPU
Valli
13Villiam Panini
IK4THK
14Aldo Trabucchi I0DJV
15Vittorio Buzio
I1BUP
Giuseppe De
16
IZ8EJB
leo
Antonio
17
IZ8EEL
Gazzaneo
18Nino Carrella
I8NLC
Giovanni
19
I8IGS
Surace
20Nino Mazzuca IK8CNT
21 Giovanni Mirizzi
IK7FJR
571

073
077
085
167
205
216
265
302
321
329
398
402
540
567
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MDXC Magazine
redazione@mdxc.org
Composizione redazione
IZ7KHR
IZ8BGY
IZ1KFF
We invite all members to send info about activity to magazine via
email, tanks in advance

